Oracle Cloud Adoption Roadmap

Maximize the Value of Oracle Cloud Applications
Cognizant's Oracle Cloud Solution Provides a Roadmap to Accelerated Return on Investment
Oracle on the Cloud

How It Works

Companies interested in utilizing state-of-themarket technology to manage and retain their
workforce are rapidly turning to Oracle Cloud
solutions to manage cost, improve functionality
and maintain competitive flexibility. For this
reason, Cognizant has developed a practical
roadmap to help clients adopt Oracle Cloud
solutions as a part of their current Oracle
investment. Our approach eliminates many of the
complications associated with upgrading an
enterprise solution, or process-specific solution,
to the cloud. To integrate business goals as part of
an Oracle Cloud adoption program, engage the
services of a trusted Oracle partner – Cognizant.

Cognizant provides complimentary (no cost)
service of 3-5 days to develop an Oracle Cloud
Roadmap. In our experience, an initial assessment
benefits customers in understanding the value of
Oracle Cloud applications. It provides a broader
perspective on the migration benefits based on
Total Cost-of-Ownership, rather than focusing on
vertical solutions to specific pain points.

Oracle Cloud Roadmap Assessment
Cognizant has been working with clients for the
past several years to implement Oracle Cloud
solutions and, with our breadth of Oracle Cloud
experience, we can provide the recommendations
to meet any strategic vision.
Our Oracle Cloud Roadmap Assessment is a great
first step in adopting options that capitalize on
Oracle's state-of-the-market Cloud solutions.
Our experienced consultants work directly with
client management and team members to assess
pain points and how Oracle Cloud solutions might
best serve organizational objectives. We’re skilled
in reviewing business processes to spot
opportunities for streamlining work, tightening
controls and adding efficiencies that save time
and money.
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Our Oracle Cloud Roadmap Assessment adds value
to the process by:
 Identifying current pain points and business
objectives through collaborative working
sessions.
 Demonstrating standard, out-of-the-box Oracle
Cloud functionality and explaining the
functionality roadmap.
 Leveraging our Cloud Accelerator, pre-configured
business processes that performs high-level gap
analysis for product fit.
 Summarizing the Oracle Cloud adoption roadmap
and budgetary estimates for implementation.

Our Oracle Cloud Solution Accelerator
Designed to save time and money in launching an
Oracle Cloud Solution, our Accelerator process
offers:
 Preconfigured business processes, tools and
templates adding to our Oracle Cloud
Assessment tool, for a clearer analysis of how an
Oracle Cloud solution fits specific business
requirements.

 Exposure to standard out-of-box Oracle Cloud
functionality.
 A quick proof-of-concept, mitigating risk.
 Acce s s to o u r b u s i n e s s- re a d y d e m o
environment for product familiarization.

Key Benefits
 Assist decision-makers in assessing current
Oracle investment and further optimizing ROI.
 Discover whether Oracle’s Cloud fits business
goals before investing significant time and
money.
 Align business objectives against enabling
technology before engaging in detailed
technology discussions.

Why Cognizant?
 Cognizant has 300+ Oracle Cloud Apps
consultants, with a large pool of certified and
trained implementation specialists under our
Cloud Center of Excellence.
 A depth of Oracle Cloud Technology expertise
and breadth of Oracle Cloud business consulting
experience.
 Involved in HCM Cloud Payroll development for
European localizations (NL, UK and IE).
 Awarded the Most Valuable Partner award from
Oracle Corporation for being a strategic SI in
Oracle Cloud Early Adopter Program.

 Assess which problems can be solved and which
cannot be, with Oracle Cloud solutions.

 One of the first in the world to achieve OPN
Specializations in Oracle Fusion HCM,
Financials, CRM, Procurement and Project
Portfolio Management.

 Identify high-level benefits of adopting new
processes versus maintaining existing
customizations.

 Strong relationship with Oracle Product
Engineering and alliance partnership for
smooth adoption of Oracle Cloud.

 Identify current pain points/gaps.
 Identify product and integration costs for viable
roadmap alternatives.

To learn more, contact Cognizant at OSP_Marketing@cognizant.com or visit
www.cognizant.com/microsite
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